










Natalia Culebras Cruz
18/3/77
Spanish
Hogeschool Antwerpen

CONNECTED HEARTS 
Natalia’s inspiration is based on a 15-18 year old Narcissus, who starts 
to enjoy life, starts facing the good and the bad of life. He looks inside 
himself, touches himself, kisses himself....and then, he meets the illness 
of society, which is so different from what he is. He looks for another self 
to face society, another body, another heart. Natalia’s accessories are two 
hearts connected together.



Michal Sokol
24/2/80
Israeli
Shenkar College of Engineering and Design

ENGINEERING A FANTASY
The main theme of this collection is the combination between enginee-
ring and design. Michal drew her inspiration from Leonardo da Vinci’s 
drawings, in which she found accurate research of nature as well as revo-
lutionary inventions considered fantasy in his time, like flying machines. 
Though Leonardo’s fields of interest were extremely diverse, the use of 
elements from nature as models for engineering characterizes many of his 
works. Michal followed the same process as Leonardo in her accessories 
collection: a combination of research and planning on one hand, and 
fantasy on the other.



Sara Marini
11/6/79
Italian
Polimoda

MY ACCESSORIES
Sara’s inspiration goes from the works of video artist Matthew Barney, to 
the art of Russian director Tarkovskij and his ability to transform reality 
through the subjective experiences drawn from his personal memories. 
Time, memories, dreams and recollections modify our perception of 
reality. It is on this fundamental concept that Sara bases her work. From 
the childhood memories, nostalgia, games of hide and seek, the body can 
modify itself.



Nao Aida
20/4/81
Japanese
Musashino Art University

MUSEUM PIECE BAG
Ancient furnishings and supplies such as liquor bottles, tea sets, boxes, 
Go-su (containers with a cover), musical instruments and seals used in 
the ancient Imperial Courts of China, Japan and Korea are preserved in 
museums or art galleries of these countries. Using these items as a motif, 
Nao has produced leather bags. When looking at them, the sensation is 
of being in a museum.



Reiko Mitsugi
19/5/80
Japanese
Musashino Art University

WEARABLE FOOD? EATABLE WEAR?
Two years ago, a huge typhoon damaged the farm products in Japan. 
Ironically, it happened just after people had got rid of large quantities of 
vegetables for fear of a sudden fall in price. Instead, the price suddenly 
rose, especially the price of the cabbage. When this happened, Reiko felt 
the crisis and thought “is it normal that there is always food?”. Nature 
can get angry. With this collection, Reiko pays her respects to the natural 
world, and aims at creating her accessories not only imitating the shape, 
but also keeping their special characteristics.



Nesem Ertan
2/11/79
Turkish
Dokuz Eylul University of Fine Arts

EMPHASISED FASTENINGS
The fastenings in Nesem’s collection become the focal point. They can 
be exaggerated in their use or become the ornamental center of the acces-
sory. The fastenings are mixed together with different kinds of leathers to 
create rings, belts and collars.



Karen Karam
18/6/78
American
Central St. Martins College of Art and Design

LES CHEVALS DE MIDI
Fellini’s “Giulietta degli Spiriti” is the inspiration for Karen’s work. In the 
film, Giulietta  is escaping reality by living in a fantasy world of her own. 
When Karen was 9 years old she lived in Beirut, a city in the midst of a 
civil war. Her father had refused to leave the country in fear of leaving 
everything they had behind. Karen was too young to object and too in-
nocent to realize the horror that was about to take place outside the door 
of her home. When the bombing started, all she could do was close her 
eyes and force herself to escape from reality by dreaming of the gardens 
in her house in the mountains. She would dream of being just like Mary 
Poppins, able to fly away to her beautiful world where carousels run free.



Heather Blake
13/3/68
British
Royal College of Art

INDUSTRIAL BAROQUE
Heather’s collection takes its inspiration from digitally designed architec-
ture with its organic forms and swooping baroque curves, its transparen-
cies and lights. It is a collection built on tradition, while embracing tech-
nology and taking new approaches to footwear construction. The designs 
play with overlapping shapes, negative and positive spaces. Unexpected 
areas of the shoe are cut away to reveal the foot, while negative spaces 
open up to contrasting textures or material beneath. These are shoes to 
be worn by a confident, theatrical woman.



James Long
11/12/80
British
Royal College of Art

UNTITLED
This collection was based on the consumers being able to have their 
hands free while using a menswear fashion accessory and questioning the 
boundary between garment and accessory. The collection is interchangea-
ble and can be worn in layers. The inspiration was based on traditional 
tailoring techniques of measuring, creating and deconstructing, fused with 
army and unity wear to create a new approach to menswear accessories. It 
is a departure from the heavy traditional briefcase accessory. James wants 
the accessory to be as important and essential as the garment itself.



Camilla Skovgaard
29/1/73
Danish
Royal College of Art

UNTITLED
Camilla is greatly attracted to the quality of design, material and high 
level of craftmanship in Danish designer chairs that emerged around the 
mid-20th century, a design that is as modern today as it was sixty years 
ago. In a fashion industry where an increasing amount of fast turno-
ver goods are produced every season, Camilla prefers value and design 
that will continue to resonate long after short-lived fashion gimmicks 
have gone into oblivion. In Camilla’s opinion, with any inspiration it is 
important not to interpret too literally, but to create an abstract rendition 
that leaves an indelible impression. Her concept is about form, style and 
materials’ composition - design rather than decoration.



Maria Hjelm
27/1/74
Swedish
Royal College of Art

ON MY TIPTOES - LEAVING FOOTPRINTS
The body sets the framework. Striving for grace and sophistication, the 
concept is stripped to the pure essential, weighing tradition against tech-
nology, balancing bespoke and mass production. Maria wants to explore 
to find her own way to tradition, to discover her own classics. She is full 
of respect for the craftmanship as well as aiming at clean and essential 
lines.











Caroline Chevalier
27/6/78
French
Ecole Nationale Supérieure de la Photographie, Arles

FRAIL HEROINES
As scenes of a film, or freeze-frames, lonely and frozen young women ap-
pear as if they were lifted from the unfolding. They are both serious and 
absent-minded, concerned and peaceful. Inexpressive. They seem about 
to disappear, as if they were passing from one age to another, from one 
stage of life to another. Ephemeral entities. Looking at Caroline’s photos 
one guiltily enters a closed and silent universe, which gives the feeling 
of living in the world grasping onto a common thread which pulls one 
through the pictures, almost a melancholic tone, a sorrowful atmosphere. 
A gentle melancholy, which could be a pleasant reverie, a delight which 
one finds in solitude, able to dream of one’s likes and dislikes, an intros-
pective and sentimental atmosphere.



Ester Vonplon
27/4/80
Swiss
Fotografie am Schiffbauerdamm

3 x 5
On April 16 Ester entered a Fight Club for the first time, the East-Ger-
man Freefight 2005 Championship  for amateur fighters. No rules, just 
win or lose, 3 rounds, 5 minutes each. 5 minutes become a long round, 
in which the fighters try to knock each other out in every possible way. 
3 rounds is the maximum, but usually it doesn’t take more than half the 
time until one of the fighters gets his bones crushed or is KO’d.



Yoko Ibaraki
23/10/84
Japanese
Tokyo Polytechnic University

ELEMENTS
When Yoko takes a picture, she always keeps in mind matters such as 
life, death and the universe. Working on the “5” concept she has focused 
on the human 5 senses and on how vital it is for human beings to feel 
using their senses: people want to use them even to feel what is invisible. 
Yoko’s work aims at abstractly portraying an invisible yet indispensable 
existence.



Jeanne Buchi
5/7/84
Swiss-Italian

Damien Ropero
7/12/81
Spanish
Ecole Cantonale d’Art de Lausanne

ATTACK AT 5
Often in fashion photos the clothes are only used as objects. In this photo 
series the clothes come to life, they become real moving beings and have 
the main role. We are in front of a “rebellion of the clothes”, as if they 
were sick of just laying on people’s bodies. Jeanne and Damien were inspi-
red by suspense movies (Hitchcock for example), showing the clothes as 
if they were attacking people.



Cathrine Sundqvist
9/6/72
Swedish
Royal College of Art

MISS WIBORA 2004
This series mainly reflects the female masquerade with the costumes 
and embellishments a woman is taught to wear in society. The staged 
scenes scrutinize the female image, which is often based on an outwardly 
enforced discipline, the submission to which is monitored and controlled 
by society, constantly and through all stages of life. They also show the 
internal resistance to this coercion, and thus illustrate the conflict from 
which the female body suffers throughout life. The series provides an 
insight into the unpredictable everyday traps that are encountered when 
crossing between the realms of culture and nature, between domestication 
and wilderness.



Remigiusz Pyrdol
3/1/77
American
School of Visual Arts

EROSION
The idea for this project came from revisiting past family photographs 
taken for immigration related purposes in Spain and in the USA. Using 
these existing photographs Remigiusz created a series of projection ima-
ges which were altered from their original state. Along with the projected 
images he included the people depicted in the projection. The changes in 
the images represent the loss and discovery of one’s new identity. Inclu-
ding the actual people in the photographs along with the projections al-
lows for an insight into the effect aging plays in developing one’s identity.



Danielle Mourning
11/11/76
American

ITS#FOUR  MINIInternational Award Winner

















Daniel Ivarsson
3/9/75
Swedish
Royal College of Art

ODYSSEY OF BLACK
Rock ‘n’ Roll, bikers, tattoos. These are probably the first thoughts that 
come to mind when looking at Daniel’s collection, but there is more to it 
than that. Daniel was also inspired by the back of the bull for the shapes 
of the hoods, which adds aggressiveness to the overall look, and by the ex-
treme body art of branding, which he recalls by using embossments in the 
leather. There is always a romantic as well as sensual taste in the outfits, 
which results in a juxtaposition of beauty and beast.



Igor Alustiza
2/9/71
Spanish
Istituto Europeo di Design – Madrid

COUTURE PARACHUTISTS NEVER HURT THEMSELVES
As the title of the collection says, Igor’s inspiration comes from para-
chuting and haute couture. The basic idea is about mixing apparently 
incompatible ways of dressing concepts to create a feminine and delicate 
look. The collection is an interesting mix between casual and couture: 
parachuting canopy, cords and harness in a couture context turn into 
sophisticated elements that make dainty, fine lines greater in severity and 
strengthen and intensify that feminine look. Anything can be turned into 
couture!



Matthieu Blazy
27/6/84
French
La Cambre Ecole National Supérieure des Arts Visuel

UNTITLED
The starting point of this collection is the graphic transcription of scienti-
fic phenomena or extraordinary natural curiosities (diagrams of geological 
cross-sections, studies of crystallized rocks, etc) and also the way these 
materials were used in rococo ornamentation (furniture, architecture, 
etc.). Matthieu aims at synthesizing natural shapes and reorganising them 
on a body, realising very graphic outfits using black and white stripes to 
symbolise scientific sketches and underline the division of elements.
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Davorka Pozgan
4/4/79
Croatian
University of Ljubjana

UNSUITABLE POSHY-TRASH
In Davorka’s crazy head, street style meets haute couture. She uses poshy 
materials with trashy prints and viceversa. She does not create clothes, 
she destroys fabrics by accident during sudden urges to cut things. A cute 
bubble printed dwarf princess outfit is turned into sexy tops with extreme 
cleavages hated by  normal fashion consumers and fit for “unsuitable fun 
loving sluts”. A concept? Davorka’s concept is to ignore it.



Seksarit Thanaprasittikul
16/2/79
Thai
Hogeschool Voor de Kunsten Arnhem

LITTLE WING
Seksarit takes a further step in his research on travellers. He gets his 
inspiration from those boys who left home to follow their free spirit and 
take their own personal journey of growing up and becoming indepen-
dent. During their journey, they stuff their pockets with belongings, they 
always have a wrapped-sack with them, they leave things hanging around 
and their clothes untidy. They feel free wandering around on their own 
path. This collection has a boyish look, obtained by inserting playful ele-
ments in men’s clothes and turning the untidiness into an actual feature. 
It is elegant but down to earth, casual but not too laid back, fun, relaxed 
and not too serious.
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Tilde Marie Bjerregaard Sørensen
26/2/82
Danish
Denmarks Designskole

KITES
Tilde expresses her love for kites in her collection: their lightness, colours, 
geometry, history, graphics, their Asian origins and the way they move in 
the sky. She wanted the wind to catch the jackets and make them fly like 
kites. The wind and its way of creating effects in the clothes is the basis 
of Tilde’s work on the structure of her outfits. She has developed cuts, 
shapes and details from that and in the end the clothes look as if they 
have been modelled by the wind.
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Mikio Sakabe
19/3/76
Japanese
Hogeschool Antwerpen

REVERSIBLE MANGA TAILORING
Mikio combines men’s tailoring and colourful prints of his own drawings 
on the fabric. The result is a collection made of entirely reversible outfits: 
one side is all grey, formal, with three-dimensional inserts of metropoli-
tan landscapes, but when you turn it inside-out, it becomes a feast of co-
lour and fantasy strongly inspired by manga style drawings, full of details 
and with visible layers of printed fabric which give a sensation of depth to 
contrast the bidimensionality of the prints.



Takayuki Tanaka
19/8/80
Japanese
Central St. Martins College of Art and Design

THE MOMENT PRESERVED?
There are lots of types of beauty. For instance, when dancers dance we 
can see so many interesting shapes that are not usual in every day life. 
They only exist for a moment, never lasting for long. The garment and 
body might be twisted or might be swelled with the air. The shape might 
be awkward, but in Takayuki’s opinion there is beauty in awkwardness, 
and he started working on translating this awkwardness in the shapes of 
his garments. His collection is the result of this research in shapes.
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Aitor Throup
30/8/80
British
Royal College of Art

WHEN FOOTBALL HOOLIGANS BECOME HINDU GODS
For Aitor, it is not just about clothes, it’s about characters living and 
evolving in his head, each with their own individual story. This collection 
is about a group of hooligans who begin to doubt their deep rooted beliefs 
in the organised violence underworld of football club loyalty. A racist 
attack is the episode which brings to light the negative reality of a violent 
lifestyle to a group of eight soon-to-be hooligan “outcasts”. Aitor showca-
ses the characters’ individual attempt at not only converting to hinduism, 
but of becoming hindu gods. Every outfit represents a specific hindu god 
and is based on a generic military garment.



Karen Scholz
12/6/81
German
Kunsthochschule Berlin Weissensee

Joan Tarragò Pampalona
12/3/81
Spanish
Facultat de Belles Arts – Universitat de Barcelona

TRIPSCILS
Graffiti, stencils and their powerful way of communicating messages 
in public. Why not transfer this style on clothes? Create outfits on 
which the wearer can write, draw, leave traces of his or her life on them? 
Combine painting with fashion design? Joan’s drawings are transferred 
onto Karen’s clothes with screen-printing, textile pens, sewing or sprayed, 
stimulating the wearer to carry on drawing and personalising. The 
messages are not restricted to walls anymore. Elements of communication 
and play come together in a synthesis: while waiting for a bus in the city, 
one can spread the jacket that has a board game drawn on the inside, and 
play with the fellow-sufferers. Or basic vocabulary in foreign languages 
attached in the lining of the pockets, accentuating the idea of a metropoli-
tan man and woman in a globalised world.



Piret Paal
21/3/83
Estonian 
Estonian Academy of Arts

PROJECT “--“
The goal of Piret with this collection is to build a system which allows the 
wearer to create the outfits on her own. She wants to create new fashion 
designs by using a new pattern design system. The starting point of the 
collection was the question “how could I break down the logical system of 
patternmaking and still get patterns which can be used to make clothes?”
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Tamar Daniel
4/2/82
Israeli
Shenkar College of Engineering and Design

CLOTHES THAT TRAVEL
Inspired by her grandmother’s collection of old luggage labels from the 
50s and 60s, Tamar did lots of research on when these labels were first 
designed and found herself in the Edwardian era of the beginning of the 
20th century. She focused on the process of packing and the intima-
te ceremony a woman goes through when she stands in front of her 
wardrobe to decide which garments will go travelling with her. The cuts 
of her outfits reflect the feeling of many clothes stacked or hanging. This 
led to surprising layers: a jacket worn as a skirt, tailored sleeves coming 
out of shoulder blades and a coat which looks as if the lady wore it with 
the hanger still inside. Tamar also added elements taken from hardware 
on suitcases, handles, studs, hinges and clasps, and here and there are 
references to the luggage labels from which her inspiration was drawn.



Adrian Sommerauer
12/1/79
German
University of Applied Sciences – Hamburg

MY UNWRITTEN DIARY
Adrian takes us on a trip through his childhood in lower Bavaria. His 
collection draws inspiration from old photos from family albums. It mixes 
classical menswear with details from children’s clothes, 80s patterns and 
traditional regional costumes. It plays with “objets trouvées”, deconstructs 
them and puts them into a new context. It tells about clothes that do not 
fit Adrian anymore, or never have.
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Ann Torfs
4/5/79
Belgian
Hogeschool Antwerpen

KALEIDOSCOPE ALCHEMY 
“El Dia de Los Muertos” is the Mexican way of celebrating Halloween, 
the day of the dead. The idea is to picture death in a silly way, to mock 
it and laugh at it in order to feel less frightened. This was not Ann’s only 
inspiration: she was inspired also by artist Hew Lock and his colourful 
works made of flowers, toy guns and skulls. The construction of the 
clothes looks at traditional Mexican and 1920s European clothes, and 
even jewellery finds a space, integrated inside the outfits in a very subtle 
and almost invisible way. The overall look is also influenced by Mexican 
paintress Frida Kahlo. All these elements are put together to give a strong 
ethnic but also modern look.



Marisa Leipert
4/9/79
German
Hogeschool Antwerpen

A FEMME FATALE USES HER FEMININE ATTRACTIONS TO 
LURE MEN TO THEIR DESTRUCTION
The inspiration for this collection is the image of the femme fatale of whi-
ch Marisa portrays three different types: the amazons, who were mythical  
horse riding matriarchal people, brave, courageous and dignified female 
warriors; the catwoman, as seen in the Cremaster Cycles of artist Mat-
thew Barney, where a woman transforms herself in a half human-half leo-
pard creature; and the “bee woman”, inspired to Maria by the matriarchal 
way in which the bees live around the mother of all: the queen bee.
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Nadine Moellenkamp
2/5/76
German
Hogeschool Antwerpen

CONCAT
The collection consists of couples which are related to each other or con-
nected together, symbolizing the underlying connection between human 
beings in general. The collection mixes traditional eastern clothing like 
the Moroccan “djellabah” and turban, with just as traditional western 
clothing like trench coats, men’s shirts, ties, all worn by men and women 
in the same way. One of the main ideas Nadine wants to put forth is of a 
unisex look, “boys could be girls and girls could be boys” freely citing the 
punk slogan.



Hiroaki Kanai
6/1/82
Japanese
Hogeschool Voor de Kunsten Arnhem

UNTITLED
The aim of Hiroaki with this collection is to stimulate the limits in peo-
ple’s minds in order to reach pure individuality, intended as what comes 
to mind when totally relaxed and honest with one’s feelings.
He designed the pieces while imagining the sensation of excitement when 
you feel completely free from all borders and rules which surround you. 
Hiroaki thinks of all of the hidden desires, even the tiniest ones that peo-
ple bury away in their minds because society says: “it is not appropriate”. 
But to Hiroaki, to reach the next stage in spiritual development, you have 
to face all of your desires and pick up all of the fragments of your heart, 
without ignoring anything.
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Anya Flit
8/12/80
Israeli
Shenkar College of Engineering and Design

THE ENCHANTRESS
Greek mythology, Arthurian legends and fairytales tell about women 
with supernatural powers who were able to bewitch men. History has 
seen many women accused of witchcraft just because they were beautiful, 
wise, or because their qualities stood out among others threatening men 
who represented religion and power. The history of womenswear has 
developed according to woman’s status in society. Anya also looked at 
the underground street fashion scene in London, with its daring mixes 
of elegant, sporty clean and dirty clothes. All of these elements together 
represent a woman of timeless beauty that can fascinate and enchant 
whenever she wants to.



Eun Young Choi
2/3/84
South Korean
Keimyung University

WEIRD BEAUTY
What is the real difference between beauty and ugliness? What do they 
really represent? According to Eun, it seems that beauty becomes ugliness 
and ugliness becomes beauty. The world is full of people who disguise 
their crude and ugly mind covering it with their external good looks. But 
what about people who look ugly and disgusting? Can we just consider 
them bad because of looks? What if they have a beautiful mind? Eun’s 
collection expresses her research in finding the real beauty that lies within 
people with ugly and weird looks. She also explores parts of the human 
body like ears and fingernails, which can look disgusting when separated 
from the body.



Lawrence Guerin
5/6/81
French
Ecole Supérieure des Arts Appliqués “Duperre”

AND MY OTHER SIN IS CURIOSITY
“As a little girl I used to spy my neighbour. I had heard that she had gone 
mad after being jilted at the altar. I discovered how she had been educa-
ted, how she would use her seduction to capture her man...I became more 
and more interested in her for I was able to feel a moral decay in her. She 
seemed to be filled with regrets and I myself regretted for not possessing 
the key to free her from her paradise lost. I hid wherever I could in order 
to observe her better”. The 8 outfits of Lawrence talk about 4 stages in 
the life of this neighbour: education, seduction, the stage in which the 
man is caught and then the disillusionment. Whilst retaining her folly...



Heaven Tanudiredja
7/6/82
Indonesian
Hogeschool Antwerpen

TRAPPED IN GOLD PORTRAIT
Heaven’s collection is inspired by a disappearing traditional funeral  ce-
remony of the island of Java. The dead person is buried into what will be 
the main wall of a building that is about to be built. This ceremony aims 
at giving a soul and perfection to the building. Heaven was inspired also 
by Gustav Klimt’s paintings. The result is a collection combining eastern 
elements with elements from the end of  the 19th century. The fabrics 
are treated to give the sensation of a man trapped inside a wall, and the 
final look is that of a melancholy yet romantic and powerful menswear 
collection. East meets West, old things meet new things...the outfits are 
refined and rough at the same time.



Marcus Lereng Wilmont
19/9/1975
Danish
Fashion Designer

ITS#FOUR Collection of the Year Winner

LA SOCIÉTÉ DE DÉCADENCE
Aristocratic and exclusive, drawing inspiration from Marquis de Sade the 
famous sexual pervert, notorious for his risqué contributions to Fren-
ch literature, and from Casanova the greatest lover the world has ever 
known. A collection that exudes power and eroticism with tinges of death 
and insanity.
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Dean, Mikhail Kusnirovich, Jerome Hanover, Raffaella Bianchi, Valentina Maggi, Ted Polhemus, Elisa Palomino, Maria Luisa...and all the others...you are all important!

# Fashion Show Director and Choreographer Rosemary Ferrari @ STUDIO FERRARI and her assistants Anna Grisoni and Guelfa Rugarli 

# PRY for the Production, especially Lorenzo Tononi (Art Director) 

#Belinda Devito for all her production ideas and consultancy 

# All the models and dressers

# Photographers Giovanni Giannoni and Ennio de Marin

#Electrosacher Djs for the ITS#FIVE soundtrack and for the after show party... 
 
# Renato Colucci for the weather forecast...the best way to be sure about weather!

# Gianpaolo Penco and Paolo Forti @ VIDEOEST for their video support

# Piero from Linea Gialla...he’s the one who finds the flights for all the guests!

#Massimiliano Lacota @ COOPERATIVA TRIESTINA FRA PORTABAGAGLI E FATTORINI DI PIAZZA and all the drivers for driving everyone back and forth, back and forth, back and forth...

# Susanna Benvenuti, from Hotel Riviera, Barbara Minozzi from Hotel Jolly, Alex Benvenuti from Hotel Duchi d’Aosta and Luigi Del Noce from Hotel Savoia Excelsior and all of their staff for welcoming our guests

#Caffè degli Specchi, especially Andrea Sessa for all the catering 

#Roger and Valeria from St’Art 
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